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Abstract— This paper introduces modeling of a gearless 
hydraulic transmission system that provides an infinite speed 

ratio like continuous variable transmission (CVT). The 

transmission system is modeled in various operating conditions 

such as all-electric and gasoline configurations. The results 

demonstrate the high performance operation of the transmission 

system.  

I. INTRODUCTION 

Utilization of renewable energies as an alternative for fossil 

fuels is considerably growing due to an increasing 

environmental concern and exhaustion of fossil fuels [1], [2]. 

The focal benefits of the generation of electricity from 

renewable sources including regenerative systems are the 

infinite availability of the energy sources and elimination of 

the harmful emissions [3]. A typical hybrid propulsion system 

has two or more power sources of which at least one can store 

and reuse energy. The benefits derived from using such a 

system are superior fuel economy compared to similar 

conventional vehicles, emission reductions, and fuel cost 

savings. Moreover, the application of hybrid drivetrains 

reduces the reliance on fossil fuels [4].  

Regenerative braking systems use vehicle’s kinetic energy 

to generate and store electrical energy in a battery in hybrid 

electric vehicles. However, the principal shortcoming of a 

regenerative brake system is the necessity to generate and 

store closely similar electric current to the one generated from 

the power source [5]. Only a small portion of the vehicle’s 
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kinetic energy is recaptured and stored in vehicle battery via 

regenerative braking [23][24]. Various configurations of a 

hydraulic energy storage based hydraulic propulsion system 

have been investigated in [6]. Although proven reliable, 

mechanical transmission systems are subject to frictional 

losses negatively impacting overall vehicle efficiency Several 

power transmission techniques are developed to address the 

friction loss issue. These techniques include a hydraulic hybrid 

transmission system which is developed by the Artemis 

Intelligent Power Company [9]. Additionally, variable 

displacement hydrostatic transmission systems provide a 

solution to the encountered problem with the losses [10]. 

These hydraulic transmission systems offer the benefit of a 

continuously Variable Transmission (CVT), which is the 

infinite effective gear ratio. These infinite shifting ratios of the 

power transmission system allow less energy losses and better 

fuel efficiency in vehicles.  

The application of similar gearless hydraulic power 

transmission systems have shown promise in wind energy 

transfer technology [12]-[14]. Moreover, the elimination of the 

gearbox from such systems results in, increased life span, and 

reduced maintenance cost of the wind turbine towers. Other 

benefits of this technique include high-energy transfer rate 

achievement and reduction of the size of the power 

electronics. 

This paper introduces a gearless hydraulic transmission 

system to address both energy requirements of a hybrid 

vehicle and friction energy losses in the mechanical 

transmission system. A dynamic model of the hydraulic 

transmission system is created.  Finally, the mathematical 

model is verified with the simulation results from 
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MATLAB/Simulink®.  

II. HYBRID HYDRAULIC TRANSMISSION SYSTEM 

DESIGN 

The hydraulic transmission system for HEVs is designed to 

provide electric using two main sources of power as range 

extender Internal Combustion Engine (ICE) and from Battery 

storage devices. The hydraulic circuit consists of a fixed 

displacement pump driven by the prime mover (range 

extender) and two fixed displacement hydraulic motors 

namely the primary motor and the auxiliary motor [14]. The 

schematic diagram of a hydraulic transmission system is 

illustrated in Figure 1. A fixed displacement pump is 

mechanically coupled with the range extender (ICE) and 

supplies pressurized hydraulic fluid to two fixed displacement 

hydraulic motors. The main hydraulic motor is coupled with 

the differential to transfer the power of the hydraulic fluid to 

wheels, while the auxiliary motor is coupled with a generator 

to produce electric power and charge the batteries. Flexible 

high-pressure pipes/hoses provide power transfer path from 

the source to the wheels.  Safety devices such as pressure-

relief valves and check valves protect the system from high 

pressure. Directional flow valves and proportional valves are 

used to direct and regulate the fluid in the system both in 

electric and gasoline configurations.  

 

 
Fig. 1. Schematic diagram of the gearless power transmission system with 

the storage unit 

 

The vehicle can accelerate as more fluid is provided from 

the pump. A proportional valve regulates the fluid flow to the 

motors to maintain the driver speed commands. Therefore it 

needs to be translated into proper valve position or battery 

discharge power rating. The storage unit receives the energy 

of the excess flow captured at the gasoline configuration in 

form of electric power stored in batteries. The stored energy is 

released back to the system when the vehicle is running in full 

electric configuration.  

 

1. Gasoline Configuration 

Figure 2 depicts the gasoline configuration of the 

transmission system at a high engine efficiency operating 

point. When the vehicle is running on gasoline, the main 

hydraulic pump is coupled to the range extender and high 

pressurized fluid is directed to the primary motor and auxiliary 

motor/pump through a proportional valve. The valve position 

is adjusted such that the driver speed command is maintained 

at the primary motor.  The primary motor drives the wheels, 

while the auxiliary motor captures the excess flow energy to 

charge the battery through a generator. The benefit of this 

technique is to run the ICE at the highest efficiency operating 

condition.  

 

 
Fig. 2. Schematic diagram of the gasoline configuration of the transmission 

system. 

 

2. All-electric Configuration 

Figure 3 displays the full electric configuration of the 

transmission system. All-electric mode of operation 

occurs when there is enough energy stored in the battery, 

or the operation of ICE is not efficient due to the driver’s 

specific speed request.  When the vehicle is running in 

all-electric mode, the proportional valve is closed to 

exclude the main pump from the hydraulic circuit. 

Instead, the auxiliary motor/pump is driven by the battery 

to directly drive the primary motor to run the wheels.  

 

 
Fig. 3. Schematic diagram of the full electric configuration of the 

transmission system. 
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III. MATHEMATICAL MODELING 

The dynamic model of the integrated hydraulic energy 

transfer system is obtained by using the governing equations 

of the hydraulic circuit components such as pumps and motors 

[11]-[17], flexible hoses, pipes and various types of valves. In 

this section, models of these components will be provided and 

integrated to form the closed-loop hydraulic circuit behavior. 

The general equations of the hydraulic circuit components are 

first introduced. Subsequently, the mathematical models for 

the electric and gasoline configurations are discussed 

distinctively.  

A. Fixed Displacement Pump Dynamics 

Hydraulic pump receives the power from ICE and delivers a 

constant flow determined by [16] 

, (1) 

where  is the pump flow delivery,  is the pump 

displacement, is the pump leakage coefficient, ωP is the 

hydraulic pump angular velocity, and  is the differential 

pressure across the pump defined as 

,   (2) 

where  and  are gauge pressures at the pump terminals. 

The pump leakage coefficient is a numerical expression of 

possibility of the hydraulic components to leak and is 

expressed as follows 

, (3) 

where is the hydraulic fluid density and  is the fluid 

kinematic viscosity.  is the pump Hagen-Poiseuille 

coefficient defined as 

, (4) 

where  is the pump’s nominal angular velocity,  is 

the nominal fluid kinematic viscosity,  is the pump’s 

nominal pressure, and  is the pump’s volumetric 

efficiency. Finally, torque at the pump shaft is obtained by  

 

, (5) 

where  is the pump’s mechanical efficiency and is 

expressed as  

. (6) 

B. Fixed Displacement Motor Dynamics 

Hydraulic motors are connected to wheels and receive the 

pressurized flow from pumps to turn the wheels. The flow and 

torque equations are derived for the hydraulic motor using the 

motor governing equations. The hydraulic flow supplied to the 

hydraulic motor can be obtained by [17] 

, (7) 

where  is the motor flow delivery,  is the motor 

displacement, is the motor leakage coefficient, ωm is the 

hydraulic motor angular velocity and  is the differential 

pressure across the motor 

, (8) 

where  and  are gauge pressures at the motor terminals. 

The motor leakage coefficient is a numerical expression of 

possibility of the hydraulic components to leak, and is 

expressed as follows 

, (9) 

where is the hydraulic fluid density and  is the fluid 

kinematic viscosity.  is the motor Hagen-Poiseuille 

coefficient and is defined as 

, (10) 

where  is the motor’s nominal angular velocity,  is 

the nominal fluid kinematic viscosity,  is the motor 

nominal pressure, and  is the motor’s volumetric 

efficiency. Finally, torque at the motor driving shaft is 

obtained by  

, (11) 

where  is the mechanical efficiency of the motor and is 

expressed as 

. (12) 

The total torque produced in the hydraulic motor is 

expressed as the sum of the torques from the motor loads and 

is given as 

, (13) 

where  is total torque in the motor and  represent 

inertial torque, damping friction torque, and load torque 

respectively. This equation can be represented as 

, (14) 

where  is the motor inertia,  is the motor angular 

velocity, and  is the motor damping coefficient.  

C. Pipe Dynamics 

Pipes are used to connect hydraulic components together 

and provide path to direct the pressurized fluid. The fluid 

compressibility model for a constant fluid bulk modulus is 

expressed in [11]. The compressibility equation represents the 

dynamics of the hydraulic hose and the hydraulic fluid. Based 

on the principles of mass conservation and the definition of 

bulk modulus, the fluid compressibility within the system 

boundaries can be written as 

 (15) 

where  is the fluid volume subjected to pressure effect,  is 

the fixed fluid bulk modulus,  is the system pressure, and 

is the flow rate of fluid compressibility, which is expressed 

as  

 (16) 

Hence, the pressure variation can be expressed as 

 (17) 
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D. Pressure Relief Valve Dynamics 

Pressure relief valves are used for limiting the maximum 

pressure in hydraulic power transmission. A dynamic model 

for a pressure relief valve is presented in [18]. A simplified 

model to determine the flow rate passing through the pressure 

relief valve in opening and closing states [11] is obtained by 

 (18) 

where  is the slope coefficient of valve static characteristics, 

 is system pressure, and  is valve opening pressure. 

E. Check Valve Dynamics 

The purpose of the check valve is to permit flow in one 

direction and to prevent back flows. Unsatisfactory 

functionality of check valves may result in high system 

vibrations and high-pressure peaks [19]. For a check valve 

with a spring preload [20], the flow rate passing through the 

check valve can be obtained by 

                                (19) 

where  is the flow rate through the check valve,  is the 

flow coefficient,  is the hydraulic perimeter of the valve 

disc,  is the system pressure,  is the valve opening 

pressure,  is the area in which fluid acts on the valve disc, 

and  is the stiffness of the spring. 

F. Proportional Valve Dynamics 

Directional valves are mainly employed to distribute flow 

between rotary hydraulic components. The dynamic model of 

a directional valve is categorized into two divisions, namely 

the control device and the power stage. The control device 

adjusts the position of the valve’s moving membrane, while 

the power stage controls the hydraulic fluid flow rate.  

A directional valve model is represented in [21] by 

specifying the valve orifice maximum area and opening. The 

hydraulic flow through the orifice PVQ is calculated as 

2
| | sgn( ),PV dQ C A P P

ρ
=  (20) 

where dC represents the flow discharge coefficient, ρ is the 
hydraulic fluid density, P indicates the differential pressure 
across the orifice, and A is the orifice area and is expressed as 

max

max

,i
A

A h
h

=                                        (21) 

where maxA represents the maximum orifice area, maxh

denotes the maximum orifice opening, and h indicates the 
orifice opening and is obtained from  

1
,

i i i
h h x−= +                                        (21) 

where 1ih −  is the previous orifice opening position, and ix

denotes the variations to the orifice opening position which is 

applied to the proportional valve. 

IV. SYSTEM OPERATION AND DYNAMIC MODEL  

1. Gasoline  

In this configuration, the vehicle is driven by the range 

extender at high engine efficiency. The overall hydraulic 

system can be connected as modules to represent the dynamic 

behavior. Block diagram of the hydraulic transmission system 

using MATLAB Simulink is demonstrated in Figure 4. The 

model incorporates the mathematical governing equations of 

individual hydraulic circuit components. The bulk modulus 

unit generates the operating pressure of the system. 

Figure 4 depicts a block diagram of the vehicle transmission 

system in the gasoline configuration. According to the figure, 

the range extender supplies power at a specific angular 

velocity to the main hydraulic pump. The hydraulic pump 

supplies pressurized hydraulic fluid to the proportional valve. 

The valve distributes the hydraulic fluid between the motors 

based on the driver speed command. The auxiliary motor 

captures the surplus energy of the flow. The auxiliary motor 

runs the electric generator which is coupled with and the 

generator converts the mechanical energy of the hydraulic 

fluid to electrical energy. The generated electrical energy is 

stored in a battery through the power electronics. The primary 

motor is coupled with the differential and runs the wheels. 

 
Fig. 4.  Hydraulic transmission schematic diagram in gasoline configuration. 
 

2. Electric  

The model of the electric configuration is represented 

similar to the gasoline configuration. In this configuration, the 

vehicle is driven by the battery at low engine efficiency. The 

current extracted from the battery is regulated to accommodate 

the driver speed demand. The current is supplied to the electric 

motor which is coupled with the auxiliary pump. The auxiliary 

motor can be driven as pump by the electric motor and flows 

pressurized fluid which is directed to the primary hydraulic 

motor. The compressibility block calculates the gauge 

pressure along the auxiliary pump and hydraulic motor 

terminals. The primary motor is coupled with the differential 

and runs the wheels. Figure 5 show the block diagram of the 

mathematical model of the hydraulic transmission in all-

electric configuration. 

 
Fig. 5.  Hydraulic transmission schematic diagram in electric configuration. 
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VI. SIMULATION RESULTS AND DISCUSSION 

In this section, the mathematical model of the 

hydraulic transmission behavior is simulated. The 

simulation parameters are listed in Table 1. The 

following assumptions were considered to develop the model 

[17]: 

1. The hydraulic fluid is assumed incompressible. 

2. No loading is considered on pump and motor shafts (i.e. 

inertia, friction, spring and etc.). 

 

 
The angular velocity profile is used to determine the system 

operating modes. The vehicle switches between these two 

configurations based on the efficiency thresholds. In general, 

ICE engines are very inefficient in lower speeds; hence, the 

system is all-electric if the engine efficiency drops below a 

certain efficiency threshold. The engine runs in idle mode 

under this configuration or is turned off. If the engine 

efficiency exceeds the threshold, the vehicle switches to 

gasoline ICE configuration. 

 
Fig. 6. Driver angular velocity demand profile. 

 

Figure 7 displays the flow passing through the main pump 

when the driver speed demand of Figure 6 is applied. 

According to this figure, since the efficiency of engine at the 

requested demand was not high, the system operated in all-

electric configuration. Therefore, the main pump was excluded 

from the hydraulic circuit. When the engine efficiency 

exceeded a threshold value, the system switched to ICE 

gasoline configuration. Consequently, the main pump started 

circulating the hydraulic flow in the system. In vehicle 

deceleration, the engine efficiency fell below the target 

efficiency and the pump was bypassed to run in all-electric 

mode. 

 
Fig. 7. Hydraulic transmission system flow generated from main pump. 

 

 
Fig. 8. Hydraulic transmission system primary motor flow.  

 

 
Fig. 9. Hydraulic transmission system auxiliary motor flow.  

 

Figures 8 and 9 show the primary motor and auxiliary 

motor flows. The system ran at all-electric mode and the 

Auxiliary Motor/Pump derived the Primary Motor. 

Consequently, the two motors had similar flows. As soon the 

system switched to gasoline configuration, the directed flow 

generated by the main pump between the two motors to run 

the vehicle and store the surplus flow energy. Since the 

hydraulic motors have equal displacements, they both have 

similar output angular velocity values while running in full 

electric mode. The auxiliary motor received more fluid in 

gasoline ICE configuration depending on the driver demand.  

The figures show a spike at the switching time from ICE to 

all-electric configurations. This was generated as a result of 
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TABLE I 
SIMULATION PARAMETERS 

Symbol Quantity Value Unit 

Dp Pump Displacement 0.517 in3/rev 

DmA Primary Motor 
Displacement 

0.097 in3/rev 

DmB Auxiliary Motor/Pump 

Displacement 

0.097 in3/rev 

ImA Primary Motor Inertia 0.0014 kg.m2 

ImB Auxiliary Motor Inertia 0.0014 kg.m2 

BmA Primary Motor Damping 0.0026 N.m/(rad/s) 

BmB Auxiliary motor Damping 0.0022 N.m/(rad/s) 

KL,p Pump Leakage Coefficient 0.17  

KL,mA Primary Motor Pump 

Leakage Coefficient 
0.1  

KL,mB Auxiliary Motor Pump 
Leakage Coefficient 

0.001  

ηtotal 
Pump/Motor Total 

Efficiency 

0.90  

ηvol Pump/Motor Volumetric 

Efficiency 

0.95  

ηgen Generator Efficiency 0.95  
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operating system initial conditions.  

 

 
Fig. 10. Hydraulic Transmission Auxiliary motor/pump angular velocity. 

 

 
Fig. 11. Proportional Valve position regulation  

 

Figure 11 depicts the valve position. The valve is excluded 

from the hydraulic circuit in all-electric configuration. In 

gasoline configuration (from 12 to 27 seconds) the valve 

position is regulated to track the driver velocity command. 

 

 
Fig. 12. Hydraulic transmission system battery state of charge. 

 
 Figure 12 shows the battery state of charge variation as the 

vehicle operation modes change. As the figure illustrates, the 

SOC increased when the ICE was running in the proposed 

driving cycle of Figure 6. The current was negative during 

charge cycles and positive when the battery was being 

discharged. The spike in the current was due to a sudden 

switch from ICE to all-electric mode.  

VII. CONCLUSION 

This paper applied a novel hydraulic power transmission 

system to hybrid electric regenerative gearless driveline 

system. Dynamic models of the hydraulic transmission system 

were obtained. The simulation results demonstrated the 

successful operation of the transmission system to capture the 

energy of the excess flow and store it in the battery, where the 

vehicle is capable of maintaining the velocity demands of the 

driver.  
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